for n = kArl ii it holds for n = k. Hence, by induction, it holds for every ra.
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The result follows with the observation that G is nondecreasing.
Example. For 0<p < 1, fit) =P~X;
f | «i-V | ^ H/p) ( f r1-* J ( f r | «' |»).
Taking r = l, /> = 1/2, w=z;2, we obtain I | OT'i"2 g 2-1'2(6 -a)1'2 I | »'|.
•
The next theorem is a generalization of a different sort which can easily be proven by the methods used above. m'/& equality iff ra(x) =Af\r~2 and vix) = Bfbs~2.
